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available in different grocery stores? Aside from customer loyalty, surely they do this simply because this helps them shop more
efficiently. In many European countries, as well as South Africa, for example, the government has mandated which grocery
stores stock which brands of food. Nowhere is this more evident than at the checkouts of the 1. Kroger 2. Wal-Mart 3. Food
Lion 4. Harris Teeter/Aldi 5. Wegmans6. Publix Interestingly, the one company that does not do this is Costco. Not only have
they given some of the most innovative labor practices for retail, but also they have some of the most extensive in-store product
assortments including many niche products which are only found at Costco stores. Costco also does not demand that stores
comply with any set of rules governing the distribution of products and allows the stores to stock all the brands they want. Why
do they do this? It may be because the differences in checkouts at these stores are actually quite pronounced, and while the
distribution rules that Costco requires for some products help ensure that they are available at every store, something as simple
as the pricing policies for membership members is inconsistent from store to store. Another reason is that, unlike many other
chains, they have no common corporate owner, so they have each established their own policies which have persisted for the life
of each respective company. There are some misconceptions regarding this custom of having different stores stock different
brands of food. First, it has nothing to do with safety. If you look at the type of foods available in the grocery store, you will
find that they are all manufactured under sanitary conditions and have an extremely
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